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Council ConnectionsW
ith 2012 in full swing, the NJTC has 
some exciting events taking place in 
the next few months. Don’t miss our 
hallmark event the Venture Conference 

coming up on March 22, 2012 at The Palace in Somerset, 
NJ. Join us at our must attend event that attracts over 
60 exhibiting companies. Professional service providers, 
venture capitalists, investors and corporate business 
development staff will have an opportunity to meet with 
company representatives at their booths throughout 
the day-long event. This is the perfect opportunity for 

emerging companies to showcase their unique products and services.  

Looking for something truly unique? The NJTC is pleased to present an evening 
aboard the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum on April 24, 2012.  Attendees will have 
the opportunity to personally view the TMA Soyuz Capsule that brought Council 
member Greg Olsen back to earth in October 2005 after his successful voyage in 
space. Greg and a fellow astronaut will share their personal experiences with us. In 
addition, attendees will enjoy a private tour of the Museum led by Museum President, 
Susan Marenoff-Zausner and an opportunity to network with fellow NJTC members 
at a private reception.

Finally, learn how critical it is for life science companies to do business internationally 
at the Life Science Companies Doing Business Globally event on March 9, 2012. 
Doing business globally presents a unique set of challenges. Attend this event 
and discover the differences in business culture and practice; legal considerations; 
regulatory hurdles; and securing foreign licenses, permits and certifications. 

Now’s the time to join the NJTC in making 2012 a memorable year by focusing on 
technology, innovation and ultimately the continued growth of New Jersey’s life 
science ecosystem.   

 —  Maxine Ballen, NJTC, President & CEO

     Endomedix, Inc. – A Medical Device Restart  
                                 Comes to New Jersey
When I moved our (re)start medical device venture 
from a NY incubator to EDC at NJIT in New Jersey in 
May 2010, I had several reasons. The availability of 
research professors at NJIT and medical device pro’s 
in NJ are real advantages..  EDC provides support 
services not available at the other incubator, and there 
is greater emphasis on medical products in NJ.    After 
moving in, I focused inward on setting up our lab, staff 
and our program.  I was always on the look-out for 
outside help, especially free, but my focus was inward 
and local, at the EDC.  It was only somewhat later that 
I discovered the potential of NJTC to help me move my 
business forward in ways that I had overlooked.

When I had looked at NJTC, I initially focused on 
opportunities to find investors.  Endomedix was then 
too early stage for most VC’s, and the potential 

investors I met through NJIT were typically more 
interested in IT and related opportunities than in 
anything regulated by FDA, so I focused internally on 
moving our development forward.  Along the way, I 
discovered that networking through NJTC brought me 
into contact with a broader group of life science 
entrepreneurs (I had thought that I was already well 
networked!) and that I could better benchmark 
Endomedix and my own performance through 
networking through NJTC.  Essentially, this doubled 
the ’NJ’ effect that I experienced when Endomedix 
moved to Newark.  A plus is that I can better identify 
and qualify potential investors through this network, 
now that Endomedix is ready to approach potential 
investors.  Endomedix is nearing the point where we 
can shake up the $3 billion surgical hemostat and 
tissue repair markets, and NJTC is playing a role. 

tAlent netwoRk

Ready, Set, Start Up  
in New Jersey!

Attention entrepreneurs: if you are thinking of starting 
your business in New Jersey or you’re in the early 
stages of development, mark your calendar for May 
2nd for the NJTC Technology & Entrepreneurship 

and Rutgers University co-sponsored Entrepreneur Boot 
Camp Conference.

“Many highly skilled attendees at our Bridging The Gap Job 
Skills workshops have expressed strong interest in starting their 
own business as an avenue to put their knowledge and talent back 
to work,” shares Johanna Zitto CPT, Talent Network Coordinator. 
“This conference will offer expert advice on what they need to 
know to form, grow and thrive.”

This state is rich in resources that support entrepreneurship for 
anyone interested in starting a business, seed and early stage 
entrepreneurs, veterans, displaced workers and students. Here are 
a few excellent sources to research entrepreneur support:

New Jersey Business Action Center.  
www.state.nj.us/njbusiness/bac/ 
Governor Christie recognized the need for change and 
consolidated all State economic development activities under the 
leadership of Lieutenant Governor Kim Guadagno, creating the 
New Jersey Business Action Center (BAC) in the Department of 
State.The New Jersey Business Action Center plays a key role in 
helping grow, retain and attract business to the State. The center 
serves as a “one-stop” shop for business.

New Jersey Small Business Development 
Centers. www.njsbdc.com/
This network of eleven (11) centers throughout the state helps 
aspiring entrepreneurs and established small businesses create and 
expand their enterprises. It is funded by the US Small Business 
Administration; NJ Commerce, Economic Growth & Tourism 
Commission; and Rutgers Business School: Graduate Programs.

New Jersey Business Incubation Network.  
www.njbin.org
This collaborative of twelve (12) business incubators supports 
the research, development and commercialization of primarily 
technology and life science start-up to early-stage and expansion 
companies in-state. NJIT, host to one of our Bridging The Gap 
Job Skills workshops, offers a very active Enterprise Development 
Center. www.njit-edc.org

New Jersey Economic Development Authority.  
www.njeda.com/

A guide to business funding and incentive resources throughout 
the state.

UDEDC. 
www.ucedc.com/
This is a private, non-profit economic development corporation 
helping small businesses of underserved populations and 
communities by making loans, training and mentoring business 
owners, helping businesses obtain government contracts, and 
providing business information. 

Entrepreneurial Training Program for the 
Unemployed (ETPU). http://lwd.dol.state.nj.us/
labor/wnjpin/findjob/onestop/ETPU.html
This program assists qualified unemployed individuals who are 
seriously interested in starting a business in New Jersey and 
becoming self-employed. It is offered through NJ One-Stop 
Career Centers. http://lwd.state.nj.us/WorkForceDirectory/index.
jsp?displayID=5&printacrossID=1     

 Upcoming Bridging the Gap 
Job Skills Workshops:

Wednesday, March 7th • DeVry University 

DeVry University, The Commons - 1st Flr, 630 US 
Highway One, North Brunswick, NJ 08902

Tuesday, April 17th • Fairleigh Dickinson University 

Rothman Institute of Entrepreneurship 
- Silberman College of Business 
285 Madison Avenue, Madison, New Jersey 07940

Visit www.njtc.org to register and  
for additional information
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1 How did you become CEO?  

I became CEO because I am willing to 
take prudent risk and drive innovation to 
effect change and deliver results. That’s 
really how you become a CEO. Companies 
expect it and if you can’t deliver on 
that promise, you won’t last long in the 
position. That is why we see the tenure of 
CEOs continue to shorten, particularly in 
the rapidly changing life sciences industry. 

I had been CEO at Impact Rx, a small 
VC-backed information company before 
leaving them to return to a major 
pharmaceutical company in the position of 
Senior Vice-President and Chief Marketing 
Officer for Novartis Pharmaceuticals 
Corporation. So I knew what I would be 
facing when I stepped back into CEO role. 
The position of CEO at PDI particularly 
appealed to me because as an outsourced 
provider of sales and promotional 
services, they were in a position to effect 
change in the commercialization model 
and go-to-market strategies within the 
biopharmaceutical industry.

2 What would you like people to really 
think about PDI?

PDI is really on the leading edge of 
change in the biopharmaceutical industry.

We are part of the evolving model for 
outsourcing within the pharmaceutical 
industry that began first, with the 
outsourcing of research to contract 
research organizations (CROs), continued 
with outsourcing of manufacturing 
(CMOs), and then with sales and 

commercial outsourcing (CSOs). We have 
actually evolved the CSO model further 
by becoming a premier provider of full 
commercialization services. Not only 
do we supply contract sales teams and 
digital outreach, we also offer go-to-
market services for companies who 
have a product but are not capable, 
or are no longer willing, to handle its 
commercialization.     

3 What makes PDI stand out from 
other companies in New Jersey? 

Honestly — we’re growing! There are 
a lot of companies in New Jersey not 
growing and many are downsizing, so 
we are very pleased with the growth 
trajectory we have shown since I became 
CEO in 2008. 2011 revenues are expected 
to be up about 13 percent over 2010 
following an increase of 2010 revenues of 
80 percent over 2009.

4 What qualities do you feel are 
important for a leader to have in the  

        life science field?  

Certainly the attributes I discussed in 
response to question one are important to 
leadership: the ability to drive innovation, 
effect change and provide prudent risk 
management. You must have the drive 
and ego to do this, but the ability to 
put the ego aside to engage and inspire 
your customers and employees. However, 
leadership in the life science field requires 
a bit more. I believe a firm foundation in 
the life sciences is important as it puts you 
ahead on the learning curve and allows 
you to make decisions more readily. That 
is not to say that there aren’t effective 
leaders in the industry who do not have 
this background, but having it is certainly 
a plus.

Finally, I would say in the biopharmaceuti-
cal industry, leaders need to come from 
within the industry. There has been a lot 
of debate on this subject over the years. 
However, the complexity of this industry, 
with its highly regulated environment 
and long cycle times, calls for manage-
ment with industry experience, whether 
it is for the commercial, manufacturing 

or research and development side of the 
business. I have seen leadership brought 
in from the outside, but I have not seen 
them be successful on a sustainable basis.   

5 What is your passion besides work?  

Let me put it this way, I will never have 
trouble keeping busy down the road in 
retirement, as I have many interests. First 
and foremost is my family. I thoroughly 
enjoy being with them. I am proud of 
them. I invest a lot of time in particular 
making sure that my two girls will grow 
up to be successful contributors to society 
— and I have fun with them! I also like 
to snow ski, water ski, exercise, hike and 
mountain climb. I recently took up piano 
again after a long hiatus, and I am a 
voracious reader.  

6 What do you and/or the company do 
to promote life sciences to students?

We need to encourage people to help 
students learn about science. It is very 
important to our future as a country, 
and helping non-profit organizations 
like NJTC and Students2Science is critical. 
We support Students2Science (S2S) in 
particular because the organization’s 
mission is to introduce middle-school 
children in mostly poor or under-
resourced communities with a hands-on 
and practical introduction to the world 
of science and the career possibilities that 
exist. I’ve been there when the students 
are brought into the lab for the first time 
and watched them as they work through 
their experiments. As someone who 
began her career with a major in Biology 
and Chemistry, it is wonderful to watch 
a passion for the field ignite right before 
your eyes in these kids. 

7 How can life science companies be 
more successful when it comes to  

        sales and marketing?

Overall we need to engage with our 
customers. In the biopharmaceutical 
industry that means we should be 
engaging with the doctors, not just selling 
drugs. When we engage, providing value 
comes first, sales comes second. 

coRneR oFFIce

nancy Lurker,  is cEo of PDI, Inc. and a member of 
the company’s board of Directors. 

Ms. Lurker has more than 25 years of experience in pharmaceutical sales, 
marketing, and commercial operations.

BUsIness & stRAteGY

I t all begins with a 

headache. Not just 

a routine headache, 

but the worst headache 

of your life. In the United 

States, someone suffers a 

ruptured brain aneurysm, 

a type of brain injury, every 

13 minutes, and every 23 

seconds someone is rushed to 

the emergency room with a 

brain injury due to trauma.  

By MICHELE HUJBER

Both can result in a brain hemorrhage, bleeding in the brain, and are shockingly common, disabling 
and deadly. In fact, traumatic brain injury is the signature injury in the Global War on Terror and a 
big concern of military doctors. Of the approximately 36,000-40,000 persons annually who survive 
their initial aneurysmal rupture, many die or are disabled from a secondary complication called 
delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI). DCI causes irreversible brain cell death and remains a leading 
cause of death and disability.

Edge Therapeutics, Inc., is developing treatments to reduce or prevent DCI. DCI typically begins 
around three days after the ruptured aneurysm and goes away after 10-14 days. This window of 
opportunity provides doctors a chance to change the course of outcome for a patient. The hope 
is high for an improvement in care since doctors know when DCI happens, and the patient is 
already in the hospital under the care of doctors. But today, current treatments are expensive, time-
consuming, and only marginally effective.

The seeds of the partnership that would become Edge Therapeutics were planted several years ago 
at the International Stroke Conference. A mutual friend and neurocritical care doctor introduced 
Brian Leuthner, now Chief Executive Officer of Edge Therapeutic’s and a co-founder to R. Loch 
Macdonald, M.D., Ph.D., now chief scientific officer of Edge Therapeutics, co-founder, and one 
of the most accomplished researchers in the world looking at secondary brain injury. He thought 
that together Leuthner and Macdonald would be a good combination to create medicines that 
someday might save patients’ lives. Now, Edge is close to putting one of their potentially life-saving 
medicines into patients.

Dr. Macdonald believed that in order to help people that had suffered from a brain hemorrhage, 
physicians had to deliver the drugs differently than through the standard routes, by mouth or 
intravenously, which had proved suboptimal in delivering therapeutic concentrations of effective 

nJ Resources enable  
life-saving therapies

8 How has the NJTC helped PDI? 
 

NJTC has helped PDI in a few key ways. 
It has broadened PDI’s understanding of 
the state’s commitment to technology, 
and more importantly, to the growth 
of business in NJ. Many of the world’s 
largest pharmaceutical companies have 
headquarters and/or a large presence in 
the state of NJ. PDI’s goals are to drive 
more revenue and sustain pharmaceutical 
product growth for these companies. 
NJTC has also provided PDI a vehicle to 
demonstrate the impact of innovation and 
technology in the life sciences industry. In 
some areas the pharmaceutical industry 
can be slow to come up the technology 
curve but as a provider of flexible, 
outsourced services to the industry, we can 
deploy leading edge technology solutions 
to drive our clients’ business growth. NJTC 
allows PDI to expose theses successes to 
other businesses in NJ and to promote the 
advancement of technology in our state.

9 How important do you feel 
networking is?

First of all I must say that I don’t like 
the word networking. It has a negative 
connotation in that it implies work and I 
think is intimidating to people who are in 
early or mid-career. They see it as a need 
to mingle with people they don’t know at 
an event and boldly introduce themselves. 
Having said that, there is a vital need to 
interface with people who are helping to 
drive the advancement of the life sciences 
throughout New Jersey. Why? We are an 
ecosystem and to be successful we must 
be part of it, gaining the results that come 
from acting as a whole rather than an 
individual. 

10 Think ahead. Where do you see 
PDI in the next five years?

I really believe PDI will be a core spoke 
of the biopharmaceutical industry. As 
this industry disaggregates its non-core 
commercial areas, PDI will be integral 
to the emerging business model. There 
have been many articles written on where 
the pharmaceutical industry is heading, 
but many believe it is moving to a 
business model similar to the automotive 
industry where non-core functions 
are outsourced and strategic and core 
functions remain. With this thinking, 
many commercialization functions can and 
will be outsourced, and PDI will step in to 
fulfill those functions.   Continued on page 19
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Everyone is talking about “the cloud” but most companies are only 
scratching the surface of the benefits available from these innovative tools. 

Hosted VoIP phone service. Colocation of data, software, and hardware. 
Efficient disaster recovery solutions. As a Global Top 100 Managed IT Service 

Provider, Ancero is at the forefront of the cloud movement. 

Contact Ancero today to ensure that your business is achieving 
maximum results from all of today’s and tomorrow’s technologies.   

AnceroNJTC-CloudAd-052511.indd   1 5/25/11   12:09:05 PM

BUsIness & stRAteGY

Technology company CFOs are expressing an optimistic, albeit 
cautious, outlook for 2012 with a renewed focus on M&A and 
raising capital to supplement slightly lower revenue projec-
tions, according to the fifth- annual BDO Technology Outlook 

Survey.  The survey examined the opinions of 100 chief financial officers 
at leading technology companies throughout the U.S. about all aspects 
of their company’s operations, including growth, financial, hiring and 
production strategies for 2012. The following provides a snapshot of the 
Technology Sector Outlook this year:

BDO repOrt:
technology company cFos 
“cautiously optimistic”  
about 2012 Growth

Revenue Increases Tempered by Economic Volatility

Growth is ultimately judged by increasing the top-line and 73 percent of chief financial officers at 
U.S. technology companies expect revenues to increase in 2012.  Although the outlook is positive, 
CFOs foresee overall revenue increases of just 2.6 percent – significantly lower than the forecasted 
growth in last year’s survey (10.4 percent) and the first time since 2009 that revenue projections 
have not exceeded the previous year. This is not surprising based on recent global 
economic and marketplace volatility.

M & A Outlook Strong

The vast majority of technolo-
gy CFOs (75 percent) expect 
M&A activity in the sector 
to rise in 2012, down just 
slightly from 2011 (78 
percent) and 2010 (81 
percent). Revenue and 
profitability remains the 
most commonly cited pri-
mary driver for mergers and 
acquisitions in the technology 
industry, as cited by 38 per-
cent of CFOs.  With high-levels 
of competition among cloud 
and SaaS providers, the software 
industry is expected to see the 
most M&A activity by 39 percent 
of CFOs, followed by media/tele-
com (33 percent), life sciences (12 
percent) and hardware (11 percent).   

Ryan Starkes is a partner in the Tech & Life Sciences Practice of BDO USA, LLP and based in the firm’s Woodbridge office; rstarkes@bdo.com.

BY RYAn stARkes

Given New Jersey’s predominance in each of 
these technology subsectors, it is likely that 
2012 will be an active year.

Outsourcing Declines Spur Job Growth

In what can be seen as a positive result of 
recent proactive business-friendly initiatives, 
such as the various financial and incentive-
based programs offered in New Jersey,  just 
32 percent of CFOs say they currently 
outsource services or manufacturing to 
companies outside of the U.S. This marks a 
notable shift from 2009 when nearly twice 
as many companies (62 percent) were 
outsourcing. As the tech industry moves jobs 
stateside, companies are looking to bolster 
their workforce in 2012. In fact, half of CFOs 
plan to hire more employees this year, and 
the outlook is positive for tech industry jobs 
to stay in the U.S. Among the companies who 
are not currently outsourcing, 80 percent 
report that they are unlikely to outsource 
services or manufacturing overseas in the near 
future. Bringing services and manufacturing 
back to the U.S. is also a smart move for tech 
companies looking to improve the quality of 
service and reduce exposure to international 
risks and major supply chain disruptions.

With 91 percent of CFOs predicting that 
hiring will increase or remain steady at their 
organizations, there is renewed confidence for 
jobs in the technology industry. CFOs expect 
to see the most new positions in the sales and 
marketing (41 percent) and R&D functions 
(23 percent), a signal that companies are aim-
ing to bolster the product cycle. Other CFOs 
expect to hire the most new employees in 
manufacturing (15 percent), administration 
(12 percent) and management (5 percent). 

These trends are consistent with New Jersey 
based technology companies.

Major Shift for Manufacturing

In a major shift, manufacturing went from 
being the most commonly outsourced service 
in 2011 (53 percent), 2010 (51 percent) and 
2009 (54 percent), to the least cited out-
sourced service in 2012 (33 percent). The 
natural disasters that rocked Thailand and 
Japan in 2011, causing major delays in supply 
chains that are still not fully remedied, are the 
likely contributors to this change. Of the 32 
percent of companies who are outsourcing, 
IT (63 percent) and R&D (51 percent) are 
the top outsourced services. More CFOs also 
report outsourcing call centers this year (37 
percent vs. 12 percent in 2011). While India 
and China remain the largest countries to 
which technology companies outsource, Latin 
America was identified as the most popular 
region for considering future outsourcing op-
portunities. A part of this “nearshoring” trend, 
Latin America has become an increasingly 
attractive option for tech companies, as it af-
fords the advantages of proximity and a skilled 
labor force.

Private Debt Emerges as Primary Strat-
egy to Access Capital in 2012

With the financial crisis of 2008 still fresh on 
their minds, technology companies have been 
very strategic in preserving cash and liquidity 
to sustain their business activities through cash 
generated from operations. While 76 percent 
of CFOs say they feel better about the ability 
to access capital in 2012, the findings showed a 
9 percent drop from 2011 levels (83 percent). 
Despite a high level of confidence in access to 

capital, the survey reported only 38 percent of 
CFOs plan to seek additional capital, com-
pared to 43 percent last year. Interestingly, 
and in a change from 2011, among CFOs 
who are planning to seek additional capital this 
year, 55 percent will focus on debt to do so, 
a significant increase over 2011(31 percent). 
Of those CFOs, the vast majority (91 percent) 
will focus on private debt, with the remaining 
9 percent looking to public debt. This is not 
surprising given the Fed’s efforts to continue 
to maintain low interest rates. Fewer CFOs (35 
percent versus 43 percent in 2011) indicated 
that private equity will be their main tool to 
raising capital. Interest in public equity also 
dropped, with 9 percent of CFOs citing it as 
their primary source of funding, down from 
19 percent in 2011. 

 With some recently completed IPOs, as well 
a number of greatly anticipated, future stock 
market launches pending for 2012, including 
Facebook, 63 percent of technology CFOs 
forecast an increase in IPO activity this year. 
This expectation is consistent with BDO’s 
recent IPO Outlook Survey, which found that 
73 percent of capital markets executives expect 
an increase in IPO activity in the technology 
sector. 

In conclusion, it appears that the positive out-
look for M&A activity and a lower cost of capi-
tal are providing technology companies with 
the confidence to increase hiring and look for 
opportunities to continue to expand their busi-
nesses. Given New Jersey’s continued focus 
on supporting technology based companies, 
a highly-skilled technology workforce, and 
the ability to raise capital, New Jersey based 
technology companies are well positioned to 
benefit from these improving conditions.   

Sharlene A. Hunt is a 
shareholder at Giordano, 
Halleran & Ciesla P.C., 
in the firm’s Healthcare 
Practice Area and co-author 
of the law blog New 
Jersey Healthcare(www.
njhealthcareblog.com). 
She can be reached at 
732-741-3900 or at 
shunt@ghclaw.com.

Sharlene A. Hunt

Q: What is the purpose 
behind the Department 
of Health and Human 

Services Office of Civil Rights 
HIPAA compliance audit program I 
have been hearing about?

A: The OCR is responsible 
for overseeing an audit 
of a broad range of 

covered entities for compliance 
with the HIPAA privacy and security 
requirements.  Each “auditee” will 
receive a draft audit report and 
be provided with an opportunity 
to present a corrective action plan.  
In addition, OCR will use the audit 
results to identify compliance 
vulnerabilities and best practices 
observed through the audit process, 
and issue guidance through the 
OCR website and other outlets.

Whether or not your business 
becomes an audit target, it is a 
good time to review your HIPAA 
compliance, identify weaknesses 
in your policies or operations, and 
implement corrective action before 
a breach occurs.  Keep in mind 
the security of laptops and mobile 
devices, as a number of breaches 
have been reported arising out of 
the theft or loss of such devices, as 
well as the security of your wireless 
network and other electronic 
information.
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A Perfect Storm

Over 135 million people in the US suffer from chronic illness; another 57 million have been diagnosed 
as prediabetic. Scientists further estimate that 25 percent of diabetics and 90 percent of prediabetics are 
undiagnosed.  The illness burden the average American experiences is increasing rapidly.

At the same time the supply of primary care physicians who treat most chronic illness is decreasing. For 
example in Pennsylvania 75 percent of primary care physicians are over 55 years old. Only seven percent 
of physicians who graduate from Pennsylvania medical schools remain in Pennsylvania to practice.  The 
American Medical Association estimates that the U.S. has 45,000 fewer primary physicians than it needs.  
Currently one in five Americans lack access to primary care services. As health care reform takes effect 
and large numbers of individuals obtain health care coverage and seek medical services, the shortage of 
primary care physicians will become worse.

Lack of access to care is particularly troublesome for individuals with a chronic illness.  Certain diseases 
such as congestive heart failure can worsen unexpectedly and rapidly, often resulting in expensive ER visits 
or hospitalization.  Unstable or high blood pressure often has no symptoms, yet can result in a heart attack 
or stroke.  Uncontrolled blood sugar can lead to kidney disease, heart disease and amputation.

And, to add insult to injury, we bring many of these problems on ourselves.  Only10 percent of our health is 
due to the health care system, 20 percent to environmental factors, 30 percent to genetics and 40 percent 
to our behaviors and lifestyle choices.  Ninety-five percent of diabetes is Type 2 which is often linked to 
poor diet, sedentary life style and obesity.  According to the World Health organization, ninety percent of 
diabetes  and eighty percent of cardiac care are preventable or avoidable.

A Different APProAch to meDicAl cAre

Responding to this increasing disease burden and decreasing physician availability, many individuals 
are seeking new methods of managing their chronic disease and overall health.  These new approaches 
frequently include the following:

•	 Shifting  the location and focus of care from the doctor’s office to the home

•	 Placing the person at the center of the care team

•	 Increasing personal accountability for one’s own health

•	 Incorporating home based technology to aid the person in being more accountable 

how technology SuPPortS thiS new APProAch

Typically, diagnostic devices such as scales, blood pressure cuffs and glucometer adapters are deployed to 
the patient’s home along with a modem which acts as a transmitter.  The diagnostic devices are bluetooth 
enabled, which allows them to communicate wirelessly with the modem.  In this way people can place Betsy Bayardi is Chief Operating Officer of MyOwnCare, a technology enabled behavior change company.  She can be reached at 1-877-916-9696.

By Betsy Bayardi

the devices in a convenient place, i.e., scale in the 
bathroom, blood pressure cuff in the bedroom .  

Program participants monitor their vitals daily or 
more frequently if instructed by their physicians.  
Many with diabetes test their blood sugar several 
times a day and those with unstable blood pressure 
take readings three times a day to establish a 
baseline.  The results transmit via the modem into 
software which is accessed through a secure web 
portal.  The data can be tracked and trended over 
time so the person can view their progress.  If the 
individual wishes, in compliance with HIPAA, their 
data can be made available securely to family 
members and physicians.  This can be particularly 
helpful  for  family members who  want to “check in” 
on how their loved one is doing or when they have 
been permissioned by the person to intercede with 
the person’s medical providers.

If a vital sign exceeds thresholds established 
between the person and his/her physician, 
the system generates an “alert” to the person 
and/or designated recipient.  The alerts can be 
communicated by email, telephone, or text 
message.  Additional data can also be gathered 
by interactive voice response calls which question 
about how the person is feeling, medications, 
and activity.  Integrated with mobile devices, 
apps, interactive voice and video, and back-end 
expert systems, technology makes possible 
highly individualized and highly scalable behavior 
change training.

Physicians appreciate this technology enabled 
approach - it provides multiple data points which 
emanate from the person’s home environment.  
The data is more reliable as it is system generated, 
not self-reported.  Charts and graphs are easy 
to read and allow for rapid review.  Physicians 
can also instruct people to contact them when 
vital signs reach certain thresholds.  For example, 
weight gain often signals an exacerbation of 
congestive heart failure.  A doctor might ask a 
person to call if there was a gain of two pounds 
in two days and would adjust medicine or activity 

accordingly.  By catching the exacerbation in its 
early stages more serious interventions such as ER 
visits or hospitalization can be avoided.

ADDing heAlth coAching to VitAl 
Sign monitoring

Compliance with treatment regimens and life 
style change can be greatly enhanced when 
people receive periodic calls from a health coach.  
The health coach reviews the patient’s data and 
offers suggestions that will improve the patient’s 
condition.  Often the person knows what to do but 
cannot move from knowing to doing.  The health 
coach addresses the person’s readiness to change 
and helps the patient overcome individual barriers.

exAmPleS of coSt SAVingS AnD PoSitiVe 
heAlth outcomeS when VitAlS Are 
monitoreD

1. Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania 
instituted a program where people with 
congestive heart failure (CHF) were given 
electronic scales and a modem.  They were to 
weigh themselves daily – at the same time of 
day, wearing similar clothing.  If the individual 
gained more than a  pre-established weight 
limit, they received an automated call which 
gathered more information about symptoms, 
diet, and medication compliance.  The call 
results were reviewed by a nurse who would 
contact the patient if needed.  In a recently 
published paper, the authors noted that read-
missions for CHF were reduced by 44 percent.

2. At a weight management class given 
through a physician’s office in Boston, 
attendees who  added health coaching and 
telemonitoring to their class participation, 
had the largest weight loss relative to the 
other class participants and experienced 
great improvement in their blood sugar 
levels and blood pressure.  One person 
commented that when tempted to eat 
something sugary she would think of her 
health coach seeing her numbers and forgo 
the sweet.  

3. A daughter became concerned about 
her 84 year old mother who was under 
extreme stress as she moved from her home 
of 35 years into an apartment.  Unable to 
convince mother to see her doctor for this 
stress, she enrolled her in a monitoring and 
health coaching service.  The health coach, 
seeing that the mother’s blood pressure 
was extremely high, encouraged her to 
make an appointment with her physician, 
who prescribed additional medication.  The 
mother continued monitoring until her 

blood pressure stabilized.  Her daughter was 
extremely grateful that the monitoring and 
coaching likely saved her mother’s life.

4. Many people have commented that daily 
monitoring, tracking and trending their 
numbers keeps them focused and, with 
coaching, helps them get back on track when 
they experience a setback.  One participant 
in a monitoring program had gained fifty 
pounds over the last five years.  His doctor 
told him that if he did not lose 40 pounds, he 
would shortly qualify as a diabetic and would 
need treatment.  Daily monitoring of his 
weight and blood sugar helped reinforce the 
permanent changes he made in his diet.  He 
lost and has kept off 50 pounds.

Conclusion
Technology is critical to our efforts to control 
chronic disease.  Home monitoring increases 
focus, personal accountability and efficacy in 
self-management by engaging people and 
empowering them with tools and information 
they can easily use.   Monitoring is becoming 
even more frequent as device costs go down 
and the positive results become more widely 
known.  However, technology is only a tool.  To be 
effective, technology needs to be embedded in 
a service model which includes health coaching 
and behavior change facilitation.  

TECHNOLOGY IN  
THE SERVICE OF  

PERSONAL HEALTH

Jarrod Rhen, CPA

Q: If our Company issues our 
employees or vendors equity 
instruments, what are some 

of the obstacles in determining the 
value of the shares issued?

A: It is common for Life Science 
companies to issue equity 
linked instruments to their 

employees, consultants and investors 
and properly valuing them is critical 
to accurate financial reporting.  For 
many development stage entities that 
are either closely held, or thinly traded, 
assigning a value can be a challenge.  
Widely accepted models require an 
estimation of certain assumptions, 
including the volatility of the Company’s 
stock because the instrument’s value is 
dependent on potential share returns 
over its life. The higher the volatility, the 
more the returns on the instrument can 
be expected to vary.
The easiest way to estimate volatility is 
to use historical share price information.  
This technique would be appropriate 
as long as there is sufficient historical 
information, and this information 
is expected to be representative of 
the future volatility.  In many cases, 
historical share-price data is scarce and 
the Company is changing so rapidly that 
historic data is not useful.  In these cases 
the Company should consider basing 
its estimate on the historical volatility 
of similar entities whose share prices 
are publicly available.  When choosing 
among similar entities, companies should 
consider the industry, stage of life cycle, 
size and financial leverage of its peers.  
Although these methods may be 
widely accepted, this process requires a 
significant amount of subjectivity, which 
can result in a significant impact to your 
financial statements.  Companies should 
take special care in this area, and may 
consider consulting with an expert to 
assist them with the valuation.

Jarrod Rhen, CPA, is a 
manager in the Princeton Office 
of WithumSmith+Brown, 
Certified Public Accountants 
and Consultants and is a 
member of the firm’s Life 
Sciences Group. Rhen may 
be reached at 609.520.1188 
or jrhen@withum.com.
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2012 NJTC Venture Conference
Thursday March 22, 2012

Conference opens at 8:30am
The Palace at Somerset Park

333 Davidson Ave.
Somerset, NJ 08873

Register today at www.njtc.org

When it comes to the legal side of mergers and acquisitions, experts say that buyers 
and sellers each have their own “needs and wants.” But, transactions that are 
reasonable, fairly valued and well-researched are the most likely to make both sides 
feel like they’ve gotten a good deal.

It’s no secret that the M&A market, especially in the life sciences sector, hasn’t been robust – to 
say the least -- for a while.  Although the expiration of patents on some popular brand name drugs 
beginning in late 2011 has caused some large pharmaceutical companies to seek acquisitions, this 
has not benefited many smaller life sciences companies.   A company that has invested in research 
and development – but can’t afford to continue the costly process of getting a drug or medical 
device to market -- will likely look to selling IP or product rights at a time when the financing 
market continues to be very weak for pre-revenue companies. 

Make no mistake about it, as in real estate, this is a buyer’s market. In fact, a buyer can find a 
deal, cherry pick intellectual property and other desirable assets (leaving the seller with liabilities 
and unwanted parts of the business such as real property and employees. 

That doesn’t mean buyers should jump into deals without appropriate due diligence, says Jeffrey 
S. Marcus, a partner with SorinRoyerCooper LLP and chair of its Life Science practice. It’s 
critical, he adds, to consider the most important legal aspects of deal negotiation – whether it’s a 
merger, acquisition, strategic alliance or partnership.

Q: What are the most important things 
buyers should be keeping in mind when 
considering a deal?

Marcus: It may sound obvious, but make 
sure you get what you think you are getting. 
Most M&As happen because the company 
with the IP or rights in potential products 
needs funding to proceed with product 
development. If you are the buyer, you want 
to get the IP rights and freedom to operate. 
(And, if you are buying something in 
development, you want to be able to protect 
your proprietary rights going forward.)

Second, understand the liabilities (or 
potential forthcoming liabilities). As the 
buyer, you should determine if there are 
liability claims or potential claims against 
the selling company or product. Keep in 
mind that  a lawsuit may not come to 
light until after the deal is done. You can 
protect yourself by doing a thorough due 
diligence examination and placing part if 

the purchase price in escrow to compensate 
you for claims that may arise after the 
acquisition is completed.

Q: What are the most important 
questions to ask when conducting due 
diligence?

Marcus: Again, these might seem obvious, 
but they are critical questions.

1. Do you own the IP you are selling? 
2. What are the already-in-place 

contractual obligations of the selling 
company? In other words, what 
consents will be required to complete 
acquisition?

3. What are the other potentially as-yet 
undisclosed liabilities? Check to see 
if there has been any correspondence 
with the FDA. Are there potential 
employment liabilities, such as 
discrimination or sexual harassment 
claims? With regard to clinical trials, 
are there any known complaints with 

regard to adverse effects?

Q: How critical is an exclusivity agree-
ment during the due diligence process?

Marcus: This is important for the buyer. 
When you reach an understanding on the 
principal terms between buyer and seller, 
it’s important to have a period of time where 
there is exclusivity and confidentiality – 
usually about 60 days. As the buyer, you will 
be spending a lot of time and money on due 
diligence and you don’t want the seller to go 
off and consider another deal. 

Q: Any final words of advice?

Marcus: Yes. For the buyer: Take time to 
do your due diligence. Know what you are 
getting. For the seller: Be cooperative and 
forthcoming and don’t ‘forget to mention’ 
something that could be of concern to the 
buyer. It will be uncovered and, when it is, 
your credibility will be shot and maybe your 
deal will be, too.  

leGAl eAGle

By Bari Faye siegel

Due Diligence: the Foundation of  
                         every Great Deal

Jeffery S. Marcus

Jeffrey S. Marcus is a partner in SorinRoyerCooper LLP’s New York office. He can be reached at jmarcus@sorinroyercooper.com and 212.600.2083.
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For the NJTC Venture Conference,  
The Palace at Somerset Park

333 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, NJ 08873 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 at www.njtc.org

Registration Includes:

Full-Day Admission
Conference Program Guide

Attendee List
 Breakfast

Lunch
Awards Ceremony & Cocktail Reception

NJTC Members: $235 • Non-Members: $400
Member Professional Service Provider: $400

Non-Member Professional Service Provider: $600
Full-time Students: $25 (must present valid student ID)

Registrations must be received by Monday, March 19, 2012 at 5:00 PM in order to be included on 
the printed Venture Conference Attendee List distributed to all Venture Conference attendees. 

Registration fees will be refunded with a service charge of $50 if requested in writing no later than 
Monday, March 19, 2012. Refunds will not be given for no-shows after the conference. 

Venture Capital & Finance Peer Network Program

Recent Fundraising Lessons: 
New Strategies, Challenges and Opportunities 

Date: March 22, 2012 
Time: 7:30 AM - 9:00 AM – Preceding the Venture Conference

Location: The Palace at Somerset • 333 Davidson Road • Somerset, NJ 08873
free to nJtc Members and those investor registered to attend the nJtc Venture conference 

nonMembers:  $50, if not attending conference 
Register at www.njtc.org – for additional information contact Ellen@njtc.org

Fundraising is both an art and a science as anyone involved in recent fundraising experiences will confirm. The NJTC has 
assembled a stellar panel of investors who have recently completed their own fundraising initiatives. Join us on March 22 to 

hear firsthand how they accomplished it. They will share their experiences with us – lessons learned and challenges to be faced.
Please join us for this special investor only program.  The audience is encouraged to bring questions and share experiences 

with peers. Following the panel each Venture Conference exhibiting company will present a 60 second company introduction.

Moderator: Jeffrey Nicholas, Partner, Fox Rothschild LLP 

Panel:  Bob Adelson, Managing Partner, Osage Partners 
 Kathleen Coviello, Director, Technology & Life Science, NJ Economic Development Authority 
 Brien P. Smith, Managing Director, Neuberger Berman 
 Chris Sugden, Managing Partner, Edison Ventures
This Peer Network program is open to venture capitalists, investment bankers and  
angels (equity investors who provide capital) ONLY.

Venture Capital & Finance Peer Network Sponsors: Fox Rothschild  LLP • PricewaterhouseCoopers • TDBank
Special Thanks to Venture Conference Investor Supporters: Edison Ventures • NewSpring Capital • Quaker Ventures • Susquehanna Bank

2012 Exhibiting Companies 
(as of print date)

3D Biotek, LLC 

Achieve, LLC 

Allweb Technologies Inc.  

Bezwada Biomedical, LLC  

BizSlate Inc. 

BOON Corporation 

Code Square, Inc. 

Endomedix, Inc.  

IVDiagnostics  

Locus Energy, LLC 

Sigma Design Company 

Solular, LLC 

SpectraMD, Inc. 

SpeechTrans, Inc. 

Veracity USA, Inc.

2012 NJTC Venture Conference

8:30 am: Conference Opens 

9:00 am: NEW for 2012: 60 Second Exhibitor 

Presentations - Each exhibitor will make 

a 60 second elevator pitch to the Venture 

Conference attendees

10:30 am: Formal Exhibitor Presentations

12:00 pm: Luncheon

Luncheon Panel: 

Corporate Venture Investing – Is it on the upswing?  

Moderated by: 

Ray Thek, Member of the Firm,  

Lowenstein Sandler PC

2:15 pm: Formal Exhibitor Presentations

3:00 pm: Awards Ceremony & Cocktail Reception

Agenda
Approximately 40 companies will exhibit at the 2012 NJTC Venture Conference. Professional service providers, venture 
capitalists, investors, corporate business development staff and others, will have an opportunity to meet with company 
representatives at their booths throughout the day-long event. 

Venture Conference Sponsors:

A Pennsylvania Professional Corporation
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SorinRoyerCooper believes that while high-quality lawyering is critical, it’s 
not enough. When it comes to selecting trusted legal advisors, companies require 
businesspersons’ pragmatism, results-oriented sensibility, creative and sophisticated 
solutions, and accessible and responsive service—at fees they can afford.

Designed and built by leading lawyers from national law firms, SorinRoyerCooper 
is committed to assisting startup, early-stage, emerging growth and middle market 
enterprises by helping to create and execute business strategies that reduce costs, 
increase efficiency, and maximize value. 

Based on a paradigm shifting delivery model that avoids the over-leverage associated with 
the traditional law firm, SorinRoyerCooper offers a unique combination of experienced 
lawyers at a sensible fee structure that is roughly half that of our national competitors.

Our highly experienced lawyers work closely with an extensive network of angel, venture 
capital, and private equity investors and investment and commercial banks, to provide 
clients with connections, expertise and a commitment to exceeding expectations.

Get Connected.
New York ■ New Jersey ■ Pennsylvania

David J. Sorin, CPA, Esq., 
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Don’t leave 
your success 

to chance.
W

hen Ibris Inc., the Piscataway-based start-up I co-founded 
with James Monaco last year, won a $207,000 grant from 
the National Institutes of Health this fall, that was a 
major victory for us. It had taken us three years to get the 

federal funding we needed, and the NIH award was enough to continue 
our research toward the results needed to attract private capital.
The company is developing the patented 
approach I co-invented with Dr. Shridar 
Ganesan and my student Ajay Basavanhally to 
provide accurate, economical and rapid analysis 
of tissue from breast biopsies. The computerized 
image recognition technology, which was jointly 
developed at Rutgers University and UMDNJ, 
is designed to determine how aggressive a 
tumor is likely to be, helping physicians more 
effectively plan treatment. If more aggressive, 
a patient can begin chemotherapy immediately 
to maximize the chances of success. If less 
aggressive, a patient may opt for therapies that 
minimize side effects and reduce expenses for 
unneeded treatment.
Our work began four years ago, when Ganesan, 
an oncologist at The Cancer Institute of New 
Jersey, learned about our success in prostate 
cancer imaging. He wondered if it might be 
useful for ER-positive breast cancers, so we 
applied these techniques and began to generate 
promising results very quickly. We found that 
our image-based risk score, which we called 
“Ibris,” was in agreement with scores produced 
by the best currently available assessment test for 
breast-cancer biopsies, Oncotype DX, almost 90 
percent of the time. And while Oncotype DX is more accurate than 
earlier tests, it requires two weeks to produce results and is expensive, 
while Ibris yields results in just hours and would be far more affordable.
To develop Ibris, we began to pursue federal funding. Starting in 
2008, we submitted grant applications every year to the NIH and to 
the Department of Defense, which has a breast cancer program. Our 
applications were earning high scores, but none were selected for a 
grant due to stiff competition and shrinking budgets.
Our technology was simply too good to let get away, I thought, 
so in frustration I tried a novel route: the federal government’s 
Small Business Innovation Research program, which agencies use to 
encourage American businesses to engage in research and development 
with commercial potential. I’d heard about SBIR grants at a Rutgers 
symposium and through meetings at the Coulter Foundation, which 
selected me for an Early Translation Research Career Award. That 
turned out to be the right move and our SBIR application was 
approved with a grant awarded through the National Institute for 
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering. It’s not a huge sum, but we 
were pleased to get it.
We recognize there are great challenges ahead when it comes to 

commercializing a new technology. But what those outside academia 
may not recognize is that getting a federal grant, even a modest one, 
requires  a tough, uphill climb with many hours of work and clever 
strategizing, and the job is getting tougher. A typical grant application 
may only be 14-18 pages, but more than 100 pages of supporting 
material often is required, such as graphs, data tables, bios, and research 

agreements. One must line up collaborators and 
enlist experts to review a proposal prior to 
submission. And it’s critical that the content be 
flawless because an application’s score can be 
damaged by minor issues and an application 
rejected for trivial reasons. This fall I was on a 
panel that reviewed 46 proposals to the DOD 
and, because of limited budget, perhaps just two 
will be funded. 
Federal funding for scientific research is 
being cut, as one might expect given the 
state of our nation’s budget, which has further 
intensified grant competition. That’s especially 
unfortunate given the economic benefit of 
breakthroughs such as ours. If we’re able to 
bring our technology to market, we will not 
only create some jobs, we will provide a better 
prognostic test that helps cancer patients and 
reduces medical expenses.
The most important lesson I learned from this 
experience is that scientists need to make a very 
clear case for the benefits of their research, even 
within the traditional funding mechanisms. 
In some sense it has changed me and I have 
become a translational scientist. Now, when 
I consider a new project I find myself asking 

questions. What are the potential benefits of this science? Whose life is 
this going to change? Who is going to benefit?
This doesn’t mean that basic science is not just as important as 
translational research. Many fundamental developments and our most 
important discoveries have come from basic research. Sometimes it’s 
merely a fishing expedition, an investigation of an interesting question, 
which yields exciting new knowledge. Our universities absolutely 
depend on both basic and translational science.
How valuable is university research to New Jersey? Rutgers brought 
in more than $434 million in external research funds in 2010 and is 
among the nation’s top universities for launching start-up businesses 
and creating patents and licenses. Just last year, Rutgers spawned nine 
start-ups. And the university maintains the world’s largest repository 
of cell lines, which is an indispensible resource for researchers in many 
fields, such as genetics, medicine and biology.
Federal funding is critical for maintaining and building university 
research programs, with their immense societal and economic benefits, 
so we all should be advocates for reasonable and fair allocations in 
coming years. Academic research is clearly a wise investment. 

lIFescI eDUcAtIon toDAY

By Anant Madabhushi

translational Research:  
Great Promise and Major challenges

Anant Madabhushi is director of Rutgers Laboratory for Computational Imaging and Bioinformatics and an associate professor in the 
university’s Department of Biomedical Engineering. He can be reached at Dr. 732-445-4500, ext. 6213  or anantm@rci.rutgers.edu. 
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which promotes New Jersey as an ideal business location for out 
of state companies, the Partnership is fundamentally changing 
what it means to do business in New Jersey.  Economic policy 
is guided by one shared voice and vision, and disjointed state 
services are now organized for clarity and efficiency.
It’s no coincidence that a healthy percentage of the 42,000 jobs 
the Partnership for Action has generated and retained, in addition 
to the $5.6 billion in public-private investment it’s helped ignite, 
fall heavily in the life sciences sector.  The Partnership helped 
persuade companies like Celsion Corporation and Otsuka 
Pharmaceuticals from Maryland, and Intrasphere Technologies 
from New York to move to New Jersey and Innopharma, Inc. 
in Piscataway, Mednet Healthcare Technologies in Ewing and 
Novo Nordisk in Plainsboro to expand here.  The Partnership 
has also worked to welcome foreign direct investment, including 
Archimedes Pharma from the United Kingdom, Medtech from 
France, and Hisun Pharmaceuticals from China.
The early months of 2012 welcomed further progress. In 
late January, Watson Pharmaceuticals announced its plan to 
establish a global R&D center in the EDA’s Technology Centre 
of New Jersey.  The move represents a $4.5 million commitment 
that will employ about 50 scientists, chemists, engineers and 
support personnel.  The Technology Centre is also home to the 
Commercialization Center for Innovative Technologies, which 
houses 22 emerging technology companies and is one of only 
23 business incubation programs worldwide to earn the Soft 
Landings International Incubator designation from the National 
Business Incubation Association.
In mid-February, the EDA entered into an agreement with 
TechLaunch, LLC to establish New Jersey’s first technology 
accelerator program.  In its first year, the TechLaunch accelerator 
is expected to serve as a “boot camp” for 12 companies.  When 
fully integrated, the program will effectively match investment 
dollars with top entrepreneurial talent to strengthen New Jersey’s 
standing in the highly competitive technology-based start-up 
field.  TechLaunch comes soon after a $2 million investment in 
the state’s Edison Venture Fund VII, an ambitious initiative formed 
to assist Internet technology enterprises, including healthcare 
information, interactive marketing and financial companies.  To 
date, over $31 million has been invested in eight venture capital 
funds, with a stated goal to invest in 25 to 30 expansion-stage 
companies at an initial investment of between $5 million and 
$10 million.
The New Jersey comeback has begun, and with it opportunities 
for life science industry growth.  Our efforts have played an 
instrumental role in the creation of 60,000 private sector jobs 
under the Christie Administration, and we have no intention 
to change course now.  Additional tax and incentive reforms 
to further spur R&D investment are ongoing.  The bi-partisan 
Red Tape Review Commission will continue to target excessive 
and onerous regulations, thereby streamlining the path of 
innovation from the laboratory to the marketplace. And the 
Partnership for Action remains the “one-stop” resource that 
coordinates the state’s ambitious economic development efforts 
and delivers world-class business advocacy.  I invite everyone to 
visit NewJerseyBusiness.gov to see why so many have already 
chosen New Jersey, and why the prospects for New Jersey’s 
future are so bright.   

By Lt. Governor Kim Guadagno

Life Science aS the 
cataLySt of the  

new JerSey comeback

T o succeed in a competitive 
21st century economy, 
states must embrace bold 
and innovative strategies to 

maximize their unique advantages.  
In New Jersey, that discussion begins 
with our life sciences industry.
Comprised of pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, and medical device 
companies, New Jersey’s life 
sciences sector represented nearly 
$43 billion in expenditures and 
supported over 200,000 jobs 
statewide over the past two years, 
according to research by Rutgers 
University.
More than ever, the world is looking 
to New Jersey’s long and well-
earned reputation for life science 
excellence. They look to us for 
new and improved life-saving 
pharmaceutical and medical breakthroughs.  And they look to 
New Jersey for the medical advancements that can treat once 
untreatable diseases and conditions.
The Christie Administration is committed to creating a vibrant 
state economy led by a growing life sciences sector.  To achieve 
this goal, we pursued meaningful ways to increase investment 
through comprehensive tax reform and enhancing financial 
incentives for life sciences companies.  We also moved to a 
more business-friendly single sales factor formula for calculating 
corporate state income tax.  This one change was significant 
enough to influence Church & Dwight’s decision to expand its 
manufacturing and R&D in New Jersey, where the company 
will maintain 1,000 jobs and their new global headquarters in 
Ewing Township will support hundreds of construction jobs.
Governor Christie signed bi-partisan legislation bolstering the 
Business Retention and Relocation Assistance Grant program 
(BRAGG) to provide tax credits up to $2,500 per job per year for 

six years.  This is expected to keep 
over 10,000 jobs in the state. The 
expanded tax credits helped Bayer 
HealthCare decide to consolidate 
their entire East Coast headquarters 
in Morris County and keep 1,000 
high-quality jobs here in New Jersey.  
Our Fiscal 2012 budget continued 
our commitment. It included $180 
million in tax cuts focused on 
enhancing the state’s competitive 
position in research and 
development (R&D).  Increasing the 
R&D Tax Credit from 50 to 100 
percent provides biotechnology 
companies an additional yield for 
their investments in New Jersey.
We doubled the Technology 
Business Tax Certificate Transfer 
(NOL) program to $60 million 
to help young companies access 

capital.  The NOL program allows fledgling technology and life 
sciences businesses to sell their state tax losses and research 
and development tax credits to profitable business.  For these 
small and emerging companies, the average cash infusion of 
$800,000 can mean the difference between staying in, and 
going out of, business.  Replication Medical, Inc. of Cranbury is 
a perfect example.  In 2010, with revenues low, the company 
was about to move to Pennsylvania until it learned about and 
participated in the NOL program.  In the words of Replication’s 
CEO Ann Prewett: “Why are we still here?  The state’s 
Technology Business Tax Certificate Transfer Program.” 
We recognized that New Jersey needed a cohesive economic 
development strategy responsive to the needs of the state’s 
disparate business community, so we created the New Jersey 
Partnership for Action.  Comprised of the Business Action 
Center (BAC) – the State’s “one-stop” advocate for business; the 
Economic Development Authority – which provides important 
financing for New Jersey businesses; and Choose New Jersey – 

drugs to the brain. The solution Dr. Macdonald thought of was 
to encapsulate known drugs into a microparticle, implant the 
microparticles directly into the brain at the site of injury, and allow the 
microparticles to release the drug over several days. With the vision 
of developing such a treatment, Leuthner, Macdonald and a third 
partner, Carl Soranno, Esq., who is a practicing lawyer and ex-Wall 
Street executive, formed Edge Therapeutics in February 2009.

Leuthner wanted to locate in New Jersey and, in April 2009, moved 
into the Enterprise Development Center (EDC) at NJIT. Leuthner 
credits the incubator staff—in particular, Jerry Creighton, Yvonne 
Drakes, and Judith Sheft—with providing the outreach and resources 
to help nurture the company.

Leuthner also credits the incubator for providing access to consultants 
from the New Jersey Small Business Development Center (NJSBDC), 
including Randy Harmon, an expert on the sources of grant funding.  
With Harman’s guidance, Edge wrote and submitted an application 
for a New Jersey Commission on Science and Technology Grant 
(NJCST).  In November 2009, Edge Therapeutics was the final 
recipient of a $500,000 grant from the NJCST. In December 2011, 
Edge was honored by the NJSBDC as a recipient of its 2011 Success 
Awards, which recognize companies for their commitment to the 
growth of small businesses. The 2011 awards recognized 13 New 
Jersey-based companies from the approximately 5,000 companies that 
the NJSBDC assisted in 2011. 

According to Leuthner, the $500,000 in financing allowed Edge to 
advance their business to the next level and provided validation for 
their business strategy. This validation allowed Edge to quickly match 
the grant with financing from outside investors. Edge also received 
a $100,000 loan from the New Jersey Economic Development 
Authority and received $244,000 from the Qualifying Therapeutic 
Discovery Project Program (QTDP), which was championed by 
Senator Robert Menendez.

To date, Edge Therapeutics has raised about $4 million from private 
investors and over $1 million in grants.

Leuthner also gives credit to the state’s wider biotechnology 
community for the success of Edge. New Jersey’s biotechnology 
community includes Debbie Hart, president of BioNJ; Dr. Sol Barer, 
a founder of Celgene, chairman of BioNJ and member of the Edge 
Therapeutics Board of Directors; and Dr. Geert Cauwenbergh, past-
chair of BioNJ and one of Edge’s business advisors.  One of BioNJ’s 
programs, funded through a federal grant (Bio-1), allowed Edge to 
hire four MBA interns from Rutgers MBA program. The MBA’s 
helped in a number of ways, including updating the Edge website and 
product forecast models used in meeting with potential investors. 

The company has also gotten support from current and former 
New Jersey legislators, including Congressman Bill Pascrell, Jr., co-
chairman and founder of the Congressional Brain Injury Task Force; 
Senator Robert Menendez, who sponsored the QTDP; Congressman 
Leonard Lance, who is very active in the orphan drug and rare disease 
community and former New Jersey Congressman Mike Ferguson, 
a former member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, 
where he served as Vice Chairman of the Health Subcommittee.

The support of the biotechnology community is paying off: the 
company now manufactures a human-grade drug that is ready for 
use in human trials. People suffering from brain aneurysms may soon 
start benefitting during clinical trials scheduled to commence in 2012; 
FDA approval is expected in 2016. 

For additional information about brain aneurysms, visit  
http://www.bafound.org/   

nJ Resources enable life-saving therapies
Continued from page 7
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Educational Institution
• Thomas Edison State College • Trenton, NJ  

www.tesc.edu 
Thomas Edison State College - a unique higher education institution for adult 
learners. Our mission is to provide flexible, high quality collegiate learning 
opportunities for self-directed adults wherever they live and work.

Electronics, adv. Materials & Manufacturing
• Cross X Platform, LLC • Audubon, PA  

www.crossxplatform.com 
Cross X Platform (CXP) is a shared platform and business accelerator for 
professional services companies.

Environmental & Energy
• Hoboken Brownstone Company • Hoboken, NJ  

www.hbrownstone.com 
Since its formation over 32 years ago Hoboken Brownstone Company has 
distinguished itself by the artistic restoration in Hoboken to Philadelphia, PA. 
The Company has always been involved with energy efficiency of buildings 
they construct.

Executive in transition
• Jeff Brady • Warren, NJ 

I am an experienced CEO in the high growth software/services solutions 
technology sector. My last position was CEO & President of Advanced Health 
Media, a Private Equity-owned provider of sales force logistics and regulatory 
compliance solutions for the global pharmaceutical/medical devices industry, 
headquartered in New Providence, NJ.

Information technologies
• Pivot, Inc. • Jersey City, NJ 

www.pivotinc.com 
In 2004, Pivot was created to streamline trade desk workflow by connecting 
FIX with Instant Messaging. Today, Pivot is recognized as the preferred 
communications network for buy and sell-side market participants seeking an 
unprecedented competitive advantage.

• DuPont Fabros Technology • Piscataway, NJ  
www.dft.com 
DuPont Fabros Technology, Inc (NySE: DFT) is a real estate investment trust 
(REIT) owner, developer, operator and manager of wholesale data centers. We 
operate the largest solar powered multi-tenant data center in New Jersey.

• Infinal Technologies • Newark, NJ 
www.infinaltech.com 
We are an IT/ mobile marketing firm and a social network that intends 
to offer innovative ways of marketing Smart Phones and other devices to 
members of public. We will also be a social network of consumers.

• Chariot Solutions • Fort Washington, PA 
www.chariotsolutions.com 
Chariot is an IT consulting firm specializing in custom software and mobile 
application development. Our team of architects has been creating successful 
outcomes for our clients for 10 years.

• Spectrum Partners • Eatontown, NJ 
www.spectrumpartners.com 
Spectrum Partners is a federal contractor focused on IT (infrastucture 
assessment, deployment and sustainment. Authorized Avaya Business Partner.

• Zeus Healthcare • Jersey City NJ 
www.zeusmedicalbilling.com 
Zeus Healthcare™ redefines outsourced medical billing and collections by 
delivering Electronic Health Records (EHR) as part of an entire back-office 
solution that includes: Medical Billing and Collections, FREE Allscripts MyWay™ 
EHR & PM, FREE Unlimited IT Support (Remote & Onsite) Our bundled 
solution increases revenues, speeds collections, and supports all aspects of 
your IT infrastructure & staff. Best of all, with our service there are no monthly 
minimums and no term commitment, so you can cancel at any time!

• Palisade Consulting Group • Mendham, NJ 
www.palisadeconsultinggroup.com 
Palisade Consulting Group enables our clients to optimize their Oracle 
contracts through licensing, compliance, migration, and support renewal 
business practice expertise.

• Rapidsoft Systems, Inc. • Princeton Junction, NJ 
www.rapidsoftsystems.com 
RapidSoft Systems provides custom software development, product design, 
IT consulting, and product testing services. We offer a number of products in 
Web commerce and Mobile domain.

• W&K Systems, Inc. • Princeton, NJ 
www.wksystems.net 
Product and Services for Healthcare Industry. Electronic Medical Records 
Administration and Integration of Pharmacy Systems.

• CCSI • Lyndhurst, NJ 
www.ccsinet.com 
Managed Service Provider.

• EnHatch • Lyndhurst, NJ 
www.enhatch.com  
Helping Physicians Effectively Engage Medical Device and Pharmaceutical 
Companies and vice-versa.

LifeSciences
• MedCPU • New York, NY 

www.medcpu.com 
MedCPU offers a transformational clinical decision support technology, the 
MedCPU Advisor that helps reduce clinical care errors, improve the quality 
of patient care and reduce healthcare costs, while also supporting complex 
government compliance requirements.

• Senary LLC • Locust, NJ 
http://senary.com 
SENARy LLC develops advanced business intelligence products. Including 
out MBI Dashboard that enables customer to “Better Analyze What They 
Manage”. We specialize in the complete strategic picture from valuation to 
social analytics and your value in today’s landscape.

non-Profit
• Entrepreneurs University Programs • Somerset, NJ 

www.entreuniv.org 
ENTrE uNiV programs for 28 years.

Service Providers
• Genovesi Consulting • Princeton, NJ
• Keylingo • Paramus, NJ 

www.keylingo.com 
Keylingo is a professional business-to-business language translation and 
interpretation services firm. We help companies communicate effectively 
wherever they do business by adapting computer software, documents, 
brochures, websites and more to their customers’ native languages.

• The Cline Group • Bala Cynwyd, PA 
www.theclinegroup.com 
The Cline Group provides strategic marketing and communications for your 
company. Our dynamic team of professionals can help you create marketing 
and new media communication tailored to your company’s needs.

telecommunications
• Opencon Systems, Inc. • Piscataway, NJ 

www.opencon.com  
OpenCon Systems, Inc. is a communications solution provider specializing in the 
development of data and telecommunications system solutions and applications.

• mHealthcon • Tenafly, NJ 
www.mhealthcon.com 
Dedicated to cultivating and communicating the mission of NJ mobile health 
and technology startups.

nJtc new MeMBeRs

new Members of the new Jersey technology council (January, 2012)

Renewing Members January 2012
acqueon technologies Inc. • www.acqueon.com
agilence • www.agilenceinc.com
agileSwitch, LLc • www.AgileSwitch.com
BeamaLife corporation • www.BeamaLife.com
cardinal Partners • www.cardinalpartners.com
cervalis, LLc • www.cervalis.com
cognizant technology Solutions • www.cognizant.com
comcast Business Services • www.business.comcast.com
connectMeVoice • www.connectmevoice.com
consulate General of South africa •  
www.southafrica-newyork.net
Electrox
Endomedix, Inc. • www.endomedix.com
ExpertPlan, Inc. • www.expertplan.com
Geller & company • www.gellerco.com

Greenlight technologies, Inc. • http://greenlightcorp.net
Hannover fairs USa Inc. • www.hfusa.com
Itelagen, Inc. • www.itelagen.com
Liberty Science center • www.lsc.org
Luxembourg trade and Investment office • 
www.investinluxembourg.us
nascent Enterprises LLc
new Venture Partners LLc • www.nvpllc.com
nightstar Partners • www.nightstarpartners.com
ParenteBeard LLc • www.ParenteBeard.com
Petra Solar • www.petrasolar.com
Pinnacle consulting Group, Inc. • www.pinnacle.us.com
Planet associates, Inc. • www.planetassociates.com
Princeton center • www.princetoncenter.com
Quebec Government office • www.quebecusa.org

Raritan americas, Inc. • www.raritan.com
Safeguard Scientifics, Inc. • www.safeguard.com
Santech International Inc. • www.santechglobal.com
Sentinel Data centers • www.sentineldatacenters.com
Silicon Garden capital/nJ angels network •  
www.NJAngels.net
SpectraMD, Inc. • www.SpectraMD.com
Sunlight Photonics • www.sunlightphotonics.com
Switch2Health corporation • www.S2H.com
Sycamore Ventures • www.sycamoreventures.com
Systemart, LLc • www.systemart.com
testware associates • www.testwareinc.com
tri net technology • www.trinetteledata.com
Voxware, Inc. • www.voxware.com
wattLots, LLc • www.wattlots.com

lIFescI PHoto GAlleRY

January 18, 2012
CeO toolbox: Breaking 
Into the Global market  
Withumsmith+Brown,  
new Brunswick
A panel of CEOs shared their 
experiences with growing 
their businesses in various 
countries around the globe. 
The CEO audience heard a 
special opening presentation 
by Wolfgang Huebschle, 
Executive Director, and Bavarian 
U.S. Offices for Economic 
Development, LLC, our program 
supporter.

TCEO Panel (L-R):  Ed O’Connell, 
WithumSmith+Brown; Interpal singh Mumick, Kirusa; 
Jeff Weinstein, RightAnswers; Stephen Waldis, 
Synchronoss Technologies; Edward Reilly, Intekllifent 
Business Solutions; Moderator: Michael Marsan, New 
Market Translation

Breakfast Panel (L-R): 
Kenneth Damato, 
CEO, DoughMain: 
Nate Lentz, Managing 
Partner, Osage Venture 
Partners: Robert 
Adams, Managing 
Partner, NextStage 

Capital, L.P.: Jiren Parikh, President & CEO, Snap MyLife, Inc.: 
Russ Hawkins, President & CEO, Agilence, Inc.: David Sorin, 
Co-Managing Partner, SorinRoyerCooper LLC: Bill Carson, 
Managing Director, Hudson Venture Partners, L.P.

First Panel (L-R): Robert Dennerlein, CFO, Raritan 
Inc.: Max Yankelevich, Chief Architect, Crowd 
Control Software: Philip Politziner, Chairman Emeritus, 
EisnerAmper LLP: Michael Wehrs, President & CEO, 
ScanBuy: Stephen Socolof, Managing Partner, New 
Venture Partners: Tom Gordon, SVP, Silicon Valley Bank

Second Panel (L-R): 
Nicholas U. Spring, 
Founder, Topaz 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
(recently acquired 
by Sanofi Pasteur): 

Robert Adams, Managing Partner, NextStage Capital, L.P.: 
Cynthia Davis, Quantum Global Technologies, LLC: Ron Burns, 
Founder & CEO, ProtonMedia, Inc.: Maria Maccecchini, PhD, 
President & CEO, QR Pharma: Jeffrey Nicholas, Partner, Fox 
Rothschild LLP 

L-R:  David Sorin, 
Co-Managing Partner, 
SorinRoyerCooper LLC: Tom 
Gordon, SVP, Silicon Valley 
Bank: Alan Wink, Dir., Capital 
Markets, EisnerAmper LLP

L-R:  Richard 
Fox, Managing 
Director, Cross 
Atlantic Capital 
Partners: Paul 
Boyer, ED of 
Sales, Ancero

L-R:  John 
Pennett, 
Partner: Alan 
Wink, Director, 
Capital Markets: 
Phil Politziner, 
Chairman 
Emeritus-All from 
EisnerAmper LLP

Keynote Speaker:  
Jeff Bussgang, General 
Partner, Flybridge Capital 
Partners

January 17, 2012 
Don’t Do It alone: Collaborating &  
partnering in 2012
setFocus, parsippany
NJTC’s program held at 
SetFocus in Parsippany 
explored collaboration 
and partnering and 
what it can bring to 
our regional economy 
in 2012. The program 
featured partnering 
sessions, Workgroups and a panel on Partnering & 
Collaboration Success Stories.

Sponsors 
Kevin Pianko, 
WeiserMazars and 
Moderator Alan 
Wink, EisnerAmper

Gregory Smith and  
Jerry Masin, CEO, SetFocus

Sucess Stories panel (L-R): MChristine M. Beiswanger, Ph.D., Director Custom 
Genomic and Biobanking Services, Coriell Institute for Medical Research; Jack 
Hurley, Director, Energy and Environment, Siemens Corporation Research & 
Technology; Don Sebastian, Vice President of Research & Development, New Jersey 
Institute of Technology

Wolfgang Huebschle, 
Executive Director, 
Bavarian U.S. Offices for 
Economic Development, 
LLC and Maxine Ballen, 
President & CEO, NJTC

Program Supporter:  Bavarian U.S. Offices for Economic 
Development, LLC CEO Forum Sponsors: TriNet HR, 
WithumSmith+Brown and MorganLewis

January 19, 2012 
Building smart 
through mergers 
or acquisitions 
presented by the  
It/software Industry 
network
microsoft, Iselin
On January 19, 2012 
the audience enjoyed 
a panel discussion on 
the topic Building Smart 
through Mergers or 
Acquisitions.

Panelists: L-R: Kishore Ganji, CEO, ASTIR IT 
Solutions; John Kwon, Managing Director, BDO 
Valuation and C. Mitch Smith, Vice President, 
Griffin Financial Group, LLC and Moderator: Rick 
Pinto, Managing Shareholder, Stevens & Lee

Jeffrey Goldstein, 
Managing Director, 
Queue Associates, 
gave a presentation 
on IAMCP

Winner of Microsoft 
Windows 7 Ultimate 
Software: C. Mitch 
Smith, VP, Griffin 
Financial Group - 
Presented by Christine 
Bongard, VP & COO, 
Quality Technology 
Solutions

January 25, 2012
social media and 
Digital rights – the 
Future is now 
Drinker Biddle, 
princeton
The panelists shared 
with the attendees what 
social media allows 
companies to directly 
target their consumers 

in a much more 
direct way and 
have one-on-one 
conversations 
between a brand 
and a consumer. 

January 27, 2012 
nJtC Capital Conference 2012
Thank You to our Sponsors: SorinRoyerCooper LLP; SNR Denton; EisnerAmper LLP; Ernst&Young LLP; Fox 
Rothschild LLP; Morgan Lewis; NJEDA; NJTC Venture Fund; Empire Valuation Consultants; Silicon Valley Bank.

Ian Goldstein, Partner, 
Drinker Biddle welcomed 
the attendees

Delegation from the 
region of Aalborg 
University, Denmark

Panelists: L-R: Catherine Berthier, Founder 
and Principal at Berthier Communications; 
Linda Moakler, Senior Director of Strategic 
Marketing, Teknicks; Paul Nolting, Senior 
Counsel, Verizon Wireless; Moderator: Darren 
Cahr, Partner, Intellectual Property, Drinker 
Biddle and Stephen J. Schultze, Associate 
Director, Center for Information Technology 
Policy, Princeton University
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nJtc cAlenDAR oF PRoGRAMs

 
nJtc tEcH tREK to waSHInGton Dc 

March 6 @ 7:30 am - 7:30 pm   
Meet for breakfast at the Phoenix Park Hotel,  
520 north capitol Street, nw, washington Dc  

Members $300.00 
Join us in Washington, D.C. on Tuesday, March 6, 2012 to 
advance the Technology Agenda for America! Once again 
NJTC is joining forces with the Technology Association of North 
America (TECNA) in offering NJTC members the opportunity 
to meet technology leaders from across the country while 
advancing your company’s and industry goals with New 
Jersey’s Federal representatives. Let’s get America focused on 

Innovation and Growth!
WHEN: March 6, 2012, beginning at 7:30am 
WHERE: Phoenix Park Hotel – 520 North Capitol Street, NW, 

20001 (202) 638 6900  www.phoenixparkhotel.com

confIRMED BREaKfaSt SPEaKER:  
Rush Holt, U.S. Congress, 12th District NJ 

notE: Anyone joining us the day before, Monday, March 5 . . 
.You are welcome to meet other early arrivals at 7:00 pm in the 
Dubliner, a pub inside the Phoenix Park Hotel, where you can join 
others for drinks and dinner plans. Please email Karen Lisnyj at 

karen@njtc.org so we can plan for you.
Registration Cost includes:

Breakfast --- Lunch --- Tech Reception at the National Guard 
Museum, Hall of States following our Day on the Hill --- Meetings 

with the NJ delegation and other administration leaders

BRIDGInG tHE GaP - a JoB SKILLS 
woRKSHoP 

March 7 @ 8:00 am - 1:15 pm  
DeVry University, the commons – 1st floor, 

north Brunswick, nJ 
Bridging the Gap Job Skills Workshop provides job seekers with 
up to date information on the latest technology jobs and trends, 
interviewing skills, networking skills, best practices, job search 
resources, and more. Network with companies and hear from 
industry experts, education and training providers, and career 
counselors. Meet directly with staff of the NJ Department of 
Labor and Workforce Development to learn about special 

programs and services to assist in your job search.

aDVancE REGIStRatIon REQUIRED.
Visit www.njtc.org to register.

GREEn IP, IntERnatIonaL tRaDE anD 
tHE US PatEnt offIcE 

March 8 @ 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm  
woodcockwashburn LLP,  

cira centre, 12th floor Philadelphia, Pa

Members $25.00 • Non-Members $50.00 
Incubator Tenant $10.00  

Intellectual property rights ensure competitiveness, but do they hinder 
progress? In terms of Green IP, it depends on who you ask. The role 
of patents in our economy is becoming more critical as we move 
toward an economy where value is represented by intangible assets 
rather than tangible ones. The America Invents Act was enacted 
to update the Patent Act and enable the Patent Office to grapple 
with an increasing number of patent applications. With the reforms 
contained in the America Invents Act, laws and regulations concerning 
innovation and collaboration now vary widely between countries, and 
these variations can complicate research efforts and other commercial 

activities that involve actors in more than one country. 
Join us as we explore these issues and others such as the Green 
Technologies Pilot Program, Tax Implications and IP management 
in Enviro/Energy research with a panel of experts and practitioners 

in the field.

Panelists include: 
Natalia Olson-Urtecho, President & CEO, EG 
Kevin Pianko, Partner, WeiserMazars LLP 
Mark Powell, Lead, International Patent Technical Cooperation, 
US Patent Office 
Representative from Woodcock Washburn 
International Presenters include: 
Jerry Chen, Director of Investment & Trade Office, 
Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office 
Wolfgang Hurbschle, Executive Director, Bavarian Office for 
Economic Development 
1:30 to 3 pm (East Coast Time)International Video Conference 
on Partnerships and Collaboration with EU companies in 
Denmark and the UK. 
3:00 - 4:00 PM - WorkGroups will be offered in the following 
Areas:  Alternative Energy & Sustainability
And a networking reception....

LIfE ScIEncE coMPanIES DoInG 
BUSInESS GLoBaLLy 
March 9 @ 8:30 - 11:30 

novartis Pharmaceuticals corporation  
one Health Plaza, East Hanover, nJ

Members $25.00 • Non-Members $50.00  
Any company seeking to do business outside the U.S. must clear 
any number of hurdles. Life science companies are no exception 
and face a number of additional and unique challenges. They are: 
differences in business culture and practice; legal considerations; 
regulatory hurdles; and securing foreign licenses, permits and 
certifications. All keynote considerations when engaging new 
markets and introducing products abroad. Other issues include 
contracting foreign advisors, agents and representatives to assist in 

these development activities. 
• Forming and overseas affiliation 
• Licensing and distribution agreements 
• Regulatory and permitting considerations
Moderator: 
Lawrence Wittenberg, co-chair of Goodwin Procter LLP’s 
Technology Companies Group, focuses his practice in matters 
involving life sciences and healthcare IT. 
Speakers:: 
Maria L. Maccecchini, Ph.D. President & CEO QR Pharma
Scott Vanlandingham, Principal, East Region Financial Advisory 
Services Leader, McGladrey 
Presenting foreign trade offices: 
United Kingdom • Japan • Bavaria 

BUILDInG tHE StELLaR SaLES tEaM 
March 15 @ 8:30 am - 10:30 am   

noveda technologies, Inc.  
3434 Route 22 west, Branchburg, nJ
Members $25.00 • Non-Members $50.00

Entrepreneurs wear several hats – sales manager, marketing 
director and direct sales, plus all the other spots on your 
organizational chart.  As your company grows finding the right 
people to handle the specialized jobs becomes critical –but one on 
the first specialized slots to fill is your sales team.  Salespeople play 
a role beyond being responsible for building your bottom line; they 
are the front line troops and have daily contact with your customers 
and prospects.  With this in mind it’s important to not only grow 

your sales force – but to do so with great care.
Moderator: Atiq Hashmi, Founder, Inspirity, Inc. 
Speakers: 
Scott Sander, Managing Partner, Sandbridge Partners
Gary Marks, Senior Vice President, Global Sales & Marketing, 
Raritan Americas 
Special Guest author: Katia Passerini, Associate Professor 
School of Management, NJIT
Information Technology for Small Business: Managing the 
Digital Enterprise 

nJtc VEntURE confEREncE 
March 22 @ 8:30 am - 4:30 pm  

the Palace at Somerset Park
333 Davidson ave., Somerset, nJ  

Members $235.00 • Non-Members $400.00 
Member Professional Service Provider $400.00 

NonMember Professional Service Provider $600.00 
Students $25.00

For more information about the NJTC Venture Conference,  
see pages 13-15 or visit the website: www.njtc.org

REcEnt fUnDRaISInG LESSonS:  
nEw StRatEGIES, cHaLLEnGES anD 

oPPoRtUnItIES 
March 22 @ 7:30 am - 9:00 am 

the Palace at Somerset 
333 Davidson Road, Somerset, nJ  
Members Free • Non-Members $50.00 

For more information about the NJTC Venture Conference 
Network Program, see pages 15 or visit the  

website: www.njtc.org

 wHat’S nEXt In MoBILE, tELEcoM & 
tHE cLoUD 

March 27 @ 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm  
Juniper networks  

(openLab the Junos center for Innovation)  
200 Somerset corporate Boulevard 

Bridgewater, nJ 
Members $25.00 • Non-Members $50.00

What’s Next in Mobile Telecom & the Cloud - Presenting an 
array of research and development efforts from the region’s 
universities and companies. The presentations will include a 
product demonstration, providing participants a glimpse of 
mobile applications, new equipment and cloud concepts that 

are reinventing technology throughout the region.

woMEn In tEcHnoLoGy PEER nEtwoRK
aDaPt, InnoVatE anD oVERcoME: 
woMEn’S EntREPREnEURSHIP 3.0. 

March 28 @ 8:00 am - 11:00 am  
East Brunswick Hilton, East Brunswick, nJ

Members $45.00 • Non-Members $60.00
Women start more businesses than men do and are poised 
for enormous success. In this special panel discussion we will 
explore the joys and challenges of being a woman leader of 
a technology company from seed to growth stages, and talk 
about resources available to us. Our panelists have a wealth 
of knowledge to share with the women of the NJ technology 
community. Take advantage of our powerful network at this 
breakfast seminar, which will send you into your day filled with 

enthusiasm and ready to kick obstacles to the curb.
Panelists are the serial inventor and entrepreneur Randi 
Altschul (current venture - PopTest LLC); honored entrepreneur 
Saki Dodelson (current venture - Achieve3000); and 
renowned mentor and advisor Judith Sheft from NJIT home 
to the Enterprise Development Center, the oldest and largest 
technology and life sciences business incubator in the State. 
The moderator is Susan Goldsmith, Esq. of SorinRoyerCooper 
LLC, a law firm for the new business realities, focusing on 
start-up, emerging growth, middle market, technology, and life 

science enterprises.

sAVe tHe DAte

nEtwoRKS
NJTC Industry Networks present programs 
about opportunities and challenges facing NJ 
technology companies by industry segment. 

Electronics, advanced Materials  
& Manufacturing

Patron Sponsors:
EisnerAmper

Woodcock Washburn LLP

Contact: 
Paul Frank • Ext 222 • pfrank@njtc.org

Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org

Enviro-Energy Industry
Patron Sponsors:

Atlantic City Electric
WeiserMazars, LLP

Woodcock Washburn

Contact: 
Paul Frank • Ext 222 • pfrank@njtc.org

Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org

It/Software
Patron Sponsors:

BDO
Edison Ventures

Stevens & Lee, PC

Contact: 
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227 • lmennitt@njtc.org
Judy Storck • Ext 246 • jstorck@njtc.org

Life Sciences
Patron Sponsor:

Goodwin Procter LLP
McGladrey

Contact: 
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227 • lmennitt@njtc.org

Meredith Meyer • Ext 234• mmeyer@njtc.org

telecommunications/Media
Patron Sponsor:
Drinker Biddle

Verizon New Jersey
Contact: 

Paul Frank • Ext 222 • pfrank@njtc.org
Judy Storck • Ext 246 • jstorck@njtc.org

NJTC Peer Networks bring together like-
minded technology professionals to share 
common issues, learn best practices and 
gain perspective across all technology 

industry segments. 

cEo forum
Patron Sponsors:
Morgan Lewis

TriNet 
WithumSmith+Brown

Contact: 
Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org

cfo Peer network
Patron Sponsors:
Cresa Partners
Ernst & young

Contact: 
Martine Johnston • Ext 244 

martine@njtc.org

cIo Peer network
Patron Sponsors: 

Delta Corporate Services 
Oracle 

telx

Contact: 
Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229 • karen@njtc.org

Government affairs
Contact: 

Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229 • karen@njtc.org

Venture capital and financing
Patron Sponsors:

Fox Rothschild LLP
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

TD Bank, N.A.

Contact: 
Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org

women in technology
Patron Sponsors:

SorinRoyerCoopers, LLC

Contact: 
Joan Praiss • Ext 231 • jpraiss@njtc.org

for updated information or to register for nJtc events, visit www.njtc.org

For more information or to register visit www.njtc.org

cfo PEER nEtwoRK 
March 29 @ 8:00 - 10:00 

Systech International,  
2540 U.S. Highway 130, Suite 128 cranbury, nJ

Members $25.00
The changing landscape for financial professionals and the 
emerging software as a service business model has been the 
main topic of discussion for CFOs and finance leaders who are 
actively evaluating the risks versus the rewards of the cloud 
delivery model. With many businesses adopting cloud computing, 
the benefits are becoming obvious -- cost savings, high return 
on investment, enhanced visibility and access to information 
in addition to increased productivity and optimization of IT 
resources. But questions remain regarding security, privacy, risks, 
the actual total cost and value of cloud computing and whether 

the cloud is appropriate for the finance department. 

MID-atLantIc - QUEBEc HIt SyMPoSIUM 
april 18 @ 1:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

new Jersey Institute of technology 
EDc III 211 warren Street, newark, nJ
Members $25.00 _  Non-Members $50.00

New Jersey Technology Council and the Quebec Government 
Office in New York are working to bring together HIT leaders 
from throughout the Mid Atlantic states and Quebec to explore 
partnerships and identify opportunities for synergies between 
US & Quebec Healthcare IT companies and US & Quebec 
Hospitals, so to accelerate innovative solutions, improved 
outcomes and lowered costs. The program will include a panel 
discussion of experts from both Quebec and the US, Success 
Story presentations of innovative technology projects and one 
to one partnering sessions between US and Quebec hospitals, 

IT providers and others. 
Submission is for valid Success Stories that have been developed 

by or for hospitals or medical centers in the following fields 
Analytical Tool Development • Clinical Efficiency  

Data Visualization • Decision Support 
Health Information Exchange Models  

Mobile Monitoring & Tracking • Personal Health Data Applications  
Telemedicine • Workflow 

Deadline for submissions is March 28. For more information 

on this competition click here for more information. Other 
activities associated with this event include WorkGroups 
and a networking reception. Check back to this site for 

additional information

an EVEnInG at tHE IntREPID SEa, aIR 
& SPacE MUSEUM 

april 24 @ 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm  
Intrepid Sea, air & Space Museum  
one Intrepid Square, new york, ny

Members $150.00
NJTC is pleased to offer an evening aboard the Intrepid Sea, Air & 
Space Museum. Attendees will have the opportunity to personally 
view the TMA Soyuz Capsule that brought Council member Greg 
Olsen back to earth in October 2005 after his successful voyage 
in space. Greg and a fellow astronaut will share their personal 

experiences with us.
In addition, attendees will enjoy a private tour of the Museum led 
by Museum President, Susan Marenoff-Zausner and an opportunity 

to network with fellow NJTC members at a private reception.

NJTC Members Only

HEaLtH InfoRMatIon tEcHnoLoGy 
SUMMIt: connEctED HEaLtHcaRE 

July 19 @ 9:00 am - 4:00 pm  
new Jersey Hospital association 

760 alexander Road, Princeton, nJ
Members $60.00 • Non-Members $60.00

The content will focus on the information and communication technologies 
driving the emergence of the “Smart Healthcare Consumer”.

Where are the new opportunities in social media, patient engagement, 
and mobile health?

How do technologists...encourage provider adoption and support 
informed and inspired “self-trackers”?

Sponsorship Opportunities available Contact Leo Mennitt –  
lmennitt@njtc.org

Exhibitor Opportunities available Contact Judy Storck – jstorck@njtc.org

PRIVatE cLoUD Data cEntERS 
March 20 @ 4:00 pm - 6:00pm

ancero
1001 Briggs Road, Ste 220, Mt. Laurel, nJ

nJtc EntREPREnEUR BootcaMP 
May 2, 2012

Rutgers University
Busch campus, Piscataway, nJ

nJtc/EDISon VEntURES fIntEcH 
confEREncE 
May 23, 2012

opera Solutions
Jersey city, nJ

nJtc annUaL MEEtInG 
July 12, 2012

forsgate country club
Monroe township, nJ

Members only

HEaLtH InfoRMatIon tEcHnoLoGy 
SUMMIt: connEctED HEaLtHcaRE 

July 19 @ 9:00 am - 4:00 pm  
new Jersey Hospital association

760 alexander Road, Princeton, nJ  
Members $60.00 • Non-Members $60.00
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The New Jersey Technology Council & Education Foundation
1001 Briggs Road, Suite 280
Mt. Laurel, N.J. 08054

ON THE NJTC TECHWIRE

DAILY UPDATES ABOUT THE REGIONS MOST TECH 
SAVVY COMPANIES

• mPhase Technologies, Inc. Files Drug Delivery Patent for a novel drug 
delivery system based on its Smart Surface technology. The drug 
delivery patent is based on the ability of mPhase’s Smart Surface 
technology to electronically control the precise flow of a fluid.

• Cognizant Deploys a Comprehensive Hospital Performance 
Management Solution at Hunterdon Healthcare Cognizant 
Leverages InterSystems DeepSee™ to Help Hunterdon Enhance 
Operational Efficiencies

• Soligenix Announces Positive Survival Results of SGX202 in 
Radiation Injury

• Robert Half Survey: Majority of Workers Say Office Politics 
Necessary to Advance Career

• CentraState Healthcare System Selects Cognizant for Developing 
ICD-10 Transition Strategy to Improve Care Quality and Increase 
Physician and Patient Satisfaction

• SecondMarket Expands to Bank Shares in Wake of Facebook IPO

NOW ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS FOR THE 2012 CFO OF THE YEAR AWARDS
The award categories are: CFO of the Year • Deal of the Year • Financier of the Year • Hall of Fame
Deadline for nominations is April 9, 2012 – Submit nominations on-line at: www.njtc.org  
The awards ceremony will take place at the CFO Awards Breakfast on June 8, 2012 at Forsgate Country Club.
Questions? Contact  Karen Lisnyj, 856.787.9700, karen@njtc.org


